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1. INTRODUCTION AND QUALIFICATIONS 

1. My name is Rochelle Kim Hardy, I am a Senior Strategic Planner with Aurecon Group 

Limited.  My qualifications and experience have been set out in previous appearances 

before the Hearings Panel. 

2. In preparing my evidence I have taken into account the evidence prepared by Mr Bob 

Nixon, Mr David Pearson, Mr Win Clarke, Mr Gavin Holley and Ms Suzanne Price; all for 

Church Property Trustees (CPT), accompanying text changes; the results of mediation 

held on 18 November 2015 and subsequent discussions with CCC. 

3. I have been by engaged by CPT to assist in its review of the Christchurch Replacement 

District Plan (the Replacement Plan) Proposals. In this capacity for Stage 3 I have: 

a. assisted with the preparation of CPTs general submission;  

b. engaged with the Canterbury Recovery Authority (CERA) on relief sought; 

c. attended mediation with CCC on 18 November 2015; 

d. attended a post-mediation meeting on site specific matters, with CCC. 

4. I am familiar with CPTs roles and responsibilities, having provided planning advice to 

their Recovery Programme Manager regarding the redevelopment and rebuilding of its 

existing sites in Greater Christchurch.  

2. CODE OF CONDUCT 

5. I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses contained in the 

Environment Court’s 2014 Practice Note. I have complied with the Practice Note when 

preparing my written statement of evidence and will do so when I give oral evidence 

before the hearings panel.  

6. My evidence is within my area of expertise except where I state otherwise. I have not 

knowingly omitted to consider material facts of information that might alter or detract from 

the opinions that I express. I am familiar with the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses 

and I agree to comply with this code. 

7. The information, facts and assumptions I have considered in forming my opinions are set 

out in my evidence. The reasons for the opinions expressed are also set out in the 

evidence.  
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3. SCOPE OF EVIDENCE 

8. I have been asked to present planning evidence on behalf of the Church Property 

Trustees (herewith referred to as “CPT”) on its submission to Proposal 9, Natural and 

Cultural Heritage of the Proposed Christchurch Replacement District Plan (“the 

Proposal”) with regard to site specific matters including heritage settings and heritage 

items.   

9. A separate statement of evidence will also be presented by Mr Bob Nixon which will 

address CPTs general submission on the objectives and policies, Conservation Plans, 

rules, and related definitions contained within Proposal 9.  

10. In preparing this evidence I have reviewed the following: 

a. Canterbury Earthquake (Christchurch Replacement District Plan) Order in Council 

2014; 

b. Relevant Section 32 Evaluations; 

c. Natural and Cultural Heritage Proposal (as notified) and the track-change version 

dated 4 November 2015 and 18 December 2015. 

11. I have read the evidence and rebuttal of:  

a. Ms Fiona Wykes, Senior Heritage Adviser for Christchurch City Council; 

b. Ms Amanda Ohs, Senior Heritage Adviser for Christchurch City Council;  

c. Ms Gillies, Conservation Architect for Christchurch City Council; 

d. Ms Rachlin, Senior Planner for Christchurch City Council; 

e. Mr Bowman, for Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority. 

 

4. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

12. CPT is responsible for the ownership and management of properties owned by the 

Anglican Diocese of Christchurch.  CPT is responsible for 136 properties throughout 

Christchurch and Banks Peninsula.   

13.  Of all the Proposals in the District Plan review, Proposal 9 is one of the most far 

reaching for CPT given the extent of heritage items under its portfolio; the introduction of 

more formal heritage settings; and the extent of the repair programme faced by CPT. 

The proposal has the potential to significantly constrain the recovery and repair of these 

community facilities. 
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14. CPT sought the reduction of the extent of heritage setting on some sites.  In general, 

heritage settings assigned to sites where buildings have been destroyed and removed, 

or where the proposed setting includes areas considered irrelevant to the heritage 

setting values. 

15. Through mediation and subsequent meetings with CCC it was agreed to reduce the 

extent of heritage settings for the following sites: 

1. St Peters Upper Riccarton, 

2. St James Riccarton,  

3. St Faith’s New Brighton, 

4. the Former Church of St Luke the Evangelist Vicarage, Bell Tower and former 

church setting, 

5. Avonside Holy Trinity, 

6. St John’s the Evangelist Okains Bay, 

7. St Cuthbert’s Governors Bay. 

16. CPT made considerable progress with CCC on reducing the extent of the 

aforementioned heritage settings.  In addition, heritage settings of St Augustine’s in 

Cashmere and St Michaels in the Central City were discussed.  The revised proposal 

clearly shows that the rules regarding activities in heritage settings are generally 

restricted to new building and signage. On this basis, CPT agree with proposed changes 

to the extent of settings agreed with CCC with the exception of the St Luke’s Evangelist 

Bell Tower. 

17. During the post-mediation meeting with CCC, CPT also sought the delisting of non-

heritage elements of three listings as follows: 

1. parts of St Augustine’s Church, Cashmere 

2. the hall at St Peter’s Church, Akaroa 

3. the Parish Administration Centre of St Barnabas, Fendalton. 

18. CCC has accepted CPT’s submission in part, as discussed in the rebuttal of Ms Ohs.    

CPT no longer seek the delisting of St Luke’s Evangelist Bell Tower (Heritage Item 

1290). However, as discussed in Mr Nixon’s evidence, relief is sought with regard to the 

policy framework which is relevant to the heritage settings and items. I refer the Panel to 

Mr Nixon’ evidence in this regard. 
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5.   NATURAL AND CULTURAL HERITAGE PROPOSAL  

5.1. Background to the Submission by CPT 

19. I have set out in a previous appearance before the Hearings Panel the role of the 

Anglican Dioceses churches and facilities in the community. To recapitulate: the facilities 

provided by the Diocese contribute to the wellbeing of its residents through the multitude 

of functions these facilities support.  

20. The services provided by these facilities are one of the few that have continued following 

the Canterbury Earthquakes.  In addition, the facilities of churches and church halls are 

extensively used by community groups due to damage to other community facilities in 

Christchurch.  

21. As Mr Nixon states, the Diocese mission lies in the field of spiritual endeavour, and 

social support within the community, not as heritage protection authorities.  However, 

many of their assets are heritage items and managed with due regard for the values 

associated with them. In this regard, I believe CPT is in a unique position of fully 

appreciating the value of these assets and the importance of undertaking careful and 

effective repair or buildings. The situation also places a burden on the Diocese to meet 

community and planning expectations beyond their core business.   

22. If CPT are constrained by an overly restrictive and conservation-focussed planning 

framework this will continue to have significant time and cost implications.  I understand 

that in some parishes this may ‘make or break’ the parishes existence.  In my opinion, 

this would be a “lose-lose” situation for heritage with the longevity and repair of heritage 

buildings. Ms Suzanne Price will provide further evidence of this in her submission. 

23. Spiritual facilities are well established and represent significant investment in building 

and site development, providing a service to the community beyond the Parishes. 

Because of the unique position and portfolio managed by CPT, I have mooted the idea of 

including specific heritage provisions for spiritual facilities.  This has been raised in 

general discussions with CCC and informally with Heritage New Zealand, both groups 

were relatively supportive of this concept. What is more challenging is how to provide 

this within the planning framework.  

24.  Based on the evidence of Ms Price, the scale of the Dioceses portfolio and repair 

programme is relatively unique to CPT compared with a commercial organisation that 

may own one or two heritage items. CCC itself understands the costs and complexity of 

heritage repairs, being responsible for a number of significant heritage items in 

Christchurch. 
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25. As Ms Price sets out in her evidence, CPT have 28 heritage buildings within the CCC 

boundaries and a number require complex repairs and strengthening work; a further 26 

of CPT’s heritage buildings outside CCC boundaries are also damaged.  This is a 

significant portfolio.     

26. I agree with Ms Rachlin that providing for the protection of historic heritage within the 

post-earthquake environment is about providing a planning framework which provides for 

the ability to repair and upgrade buildings including seismic strengthening.  Ms Gillies 

places emphasis on the use of Conservation Plans as part of restoration and alteration of 

heritage items. However, she provides scant evidence of the need to facilitate and 

provide for the repair and recovery of earthquake damaged heritage or how the 

approach may be applied.   Mr Nixon will address this in further detail in his evidence. 

5.2. Heritage Settings 

27. The planning framework contained in Proposal 9 represents a significant departure from 

the Operative Plan.  Under existing provisions, settings are identified on planning maps 

with a symbol and are not clearly defined.  

28. The Proposal reflects better practice, with settings clearly defined on maps and I agree 

with Ms Wykes that the area surrounding a listed heritage item, including its spatial 

organisation and natural and physical features, can make an important contribution to 

the heritage values of the item.   

29. In the Operative Plan six of CPT’s sites have settings as part of the heritage listing. This 

has increased to 26 under the Proposal. The approach undertaken on most sites has 

been to follow cadastral boundaries including highly modified areas and contemporary 

buildings.  I appreciate that heritage setting assessments have been provided as part of 

the Proposal, but these are generic in many cases and the subsequent settings too 

extensive on a number of sites.   

30. In their general submission CPT expressed concern with the potentially wide ambit of 

what is considered heritage setting. CPT sought assurance that heritage settings be 

confined to elements of historic significance or association with the site or the heritage 

item.   

31. In my opinion, further work is needed on heritage settings to ensure they reflect the 

elements of historic significance or association with the site or the heritage item.  Ms Ohs 

considers it reasonable to expect additional information will be needed beyond the 

Statement of Significance when assessing a consent application. However I do not agree 

with Mr Bowman that setting controls should be extended to neighbouring sites. 
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32. I have worked alongside CPT with CCC to address the concerns for particular sites listed 

in the submission, and discussed concerns with other sites not specifically listed in the 

submission.  I am generally satisfied with the proposed amendments to heritage settings 

in Ms Wykes evidence. Any unresolved matters are discussed herewith.  

33. Mr Nixon provides evidence on relief sought with regard to the policies and rules on 

heritage settings. I agree that the proposed amendments to RD2 outlined in attachment 

B of Ms Rachlin’s evidence clarify the scope of rules in heritage settings.  

5.3. Proposed Heritage Setting 19 – St Peter’s, Upper Riccarton 

34. As indicated in Ms Ohs evidence, CPT sought a revision of Heritage Setting 19 to 

exclude the area beyond St Peter's Lychgate. Following mediation, agreement was 

reached to exclude the vicarage and glebe land. 

35. I consider the revised setting more appropriate and more enabling of ongoing, viable use 

of the site and support the changes set out is Ms Ohs evidence.  

5.4. Proposed Heritage Setting 307 – St Michael’s 

36. The Anglican Diocese opposed the extent of the proposed Heritage Setting 19 due to is 

inclusion of a commercial building and associated car parking area.  However, I note that 

the commercial building is not included in the setting.  

37. Although discussed, no agreement on amending the setting was reached in formal 

mediation. The proposal and CPT’s concerns were further discussed at a subsequent 

meeting.    

38. The key concern for CPT is the implications of applying a heritage setting to the school 

located on the site.  Under Rule RD2, alteration of a heritage setting only applies to new 

buildings.  

39. Ms Wykes and Ms Ohs confirmed during our discussions, that the heritage setting only 

places restrictions on new building and signs.  This is further clarified in Ms Ohs 

evidence [12.40] that the setting provision allows for consideration of any adverse effects 

of future buildings in this area on the heritage items. On this basis, I consider the 

inclusion of the St Michaels School within the heritage setting to be acceptable.   

5.5. Proposed Heritage Setting 344 - Former St Luke’s Vicarage, Church and Belltower 

40. CPT seeks amendments to the extent of the heritage setting for St Luke’s church and 

vicarage.  No agreement was reached during mediation and a meeting was held with 

CCC on 25 November 2015. The outcomes from this meeting are reflected in the 

evidence of Ms Ohs and Ms Wykes. 
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41. With regard to Heritage Item 344, CCC’s revised setting addresses the majority of 

concerns raised in CPTs submission.  

42. I note that Ms Wykes states, in her evidence that the setting for the former Bell Tower 

has been agreed with CPT which provides a 5m buffer around the structure to allow it to 

be clearly identified within the site and to retain its landmark presence on the street front. 

During the post-mediation meeting, CPT noted that 5m was too extensive and could 

unduly restrict future development of the site.  It is not clear from Ms Wykes evidence 

whether the “buffer” is defined as a heritage setting, or part of the heritage item.   

43. I consider it appropriate to allow greater flexibility for sites where the heritage setting has 

been compromised.  This is consistent with the Statement of Expectations that the Plan 

provide for the effective functioning of the urban environment of the Christchurch district, 

reflecting the changes resulting from the Canterbury earthquakes.  However, CPT seeks 

further relief to reduce the proposed buffer to 2.5m on all sides. Mr Pearson has set out 

in his evidence that it is appropriate to reduce the proposed buffer around the Bell Tower 

[106]. 

44. I consider a reduced buffer would provide greater flexibility for future development of the 

site, while ensuring the bell tower is not adversely affected.    

5.6. Proposed Heritage Settings 468, 487, 179, 144, 386 

45.  During mediation CPT sought amendment of heritage settings for the following four 

sites: 

a. Proposed Heritage Setting 468 - St Faiths, New Brighton 

b. Proposed Heritage Setting 487 - St Peters, Akaroa 

c. Proposed Heritage Setting 179 - St Cuthbert’s, Governors Bay 

d. Proposed Heritage Setting 144 - St John the Evangelist, Okains Bay Road. 

e. Proposed Heritage Setting 386 - Avonside Holy Trinity, Avonside. 

46. I note that CPT made a general submission on Heritage Settings insofar as the s.32 did 

not assess whether the extent of some heritage settings, are efficient or effective.  In that 

regard, I consider it within the scope of CPT’s submission to seek amendments to 

settings not specifically listed in its submission. 

47. Agreement could not be reached during mediation, this was due CCC not having 

adequate information at the time. In our subsequent meeting CCC was agreeable with 

the amendment of the settings for the aforementioned sites.  CCC agreed to reduce 
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these settings as per marked up aerials attached to Ms Ohs’ rebuttal.  These 

amendments are acceptable to CPT. 

5.7. Heritage Items 

48. CPT sought a late submission (9 December 2015) CPT made a late submission on 

heritage items in the Proposal, which was accepted by the Chair of the Independent 

Hearings Panel on 18 December 2015 As follows: 

a. St Augustine Church and Tower, Hall, Hannan Room, Cashmere - Heritage 

Item 156. 

b. St Barnabas Parish Administration Building “Sunday School”, Fendalton - 

Heritage Item 1303. 

c. St Peters, Church Hall, Akaroa – Heritage Item 747. 

49. Mr Pearson discusses the architectural elements of these listing and provides evidence 

on why delisting, or partial delisting, is considered appropriate.  

5.8. St Barnabas Parish Administration Building  

50. CPT’s seeks the de-listing of St Barnabas administration building.  CPT does not agree 

with the heritage significance assigned to the building due to its age and impact on the 

heritage setting. 

51. St Barnabas Church, Sunday School and Parish Hall and setting are listed together as a 

Category 1 heritage items in the Operative Plan. The Operative Plan described Category 

1 listing as “listed heritage items include buildings, places and objects of international or 

national significance, the protection of which is considered essential”. Information that 

would have informed the original listing is paper based and does not form part of the 

Operative Plan.  

52. As noted by Mr Pearson, the Parish Administration building dates from 1965 and is the 

work of architects, Hollis and Leonard1.Hollis and Leonard are considered older and 

more mainstream pre-war modernists; producing an architecture that was associated 

with the International Style2. Based on the evidence provided by Mr Pearson I conclude 

that delisting of the administration building is appropriate. He does not consider is 

contextually, architecturally or historically significant.  

                                                      
1
 Modern Architecture in Christchurch City Within Walking Distance of the Cathedral. (c1960) includes 44 modern 

buildings designed by 14 architectural practices including Hollis and Leonard. 
2
 Warne, M.  (2009) Review: Conserving the Modern City: post war Canterbury architecture 1945-1970.  Oculus: Postgraduate 

Journal for Visual Arts Research. 1 [http://ucojs.canterbury.ac.nz/oculus/index.php/oculus/article/viewFile/11/9]  

http://ucojs.canterbury.ac.nz/oculus/index.php/oculus/article/viewFile/11/9
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5.9. St Augustine's Church, Cashmere 

53. Mr Pearson also provides evidence on St Augustine Church and Tower which is listed as 

a single heritage item.  As noted in his evidence, the item is a cluster of buildings and 

additions that essentially wrap around the remaining, original features of the church. 

Under the notified Proposal, all parts of the extended church building, including relatively 

modern additions and a separate hall on site were listed Heritage Items.  This was 

opposed in a further submission from CPT. 

54. As set out in the Rebuttal of Ms Ohs, CCC has agreed to exclude the Hannan Hall and 

adjoining brick hall from the listing of this site.  The submitter seeks further amendment 

to the listing to exclude the parish office and entrance foyer.  

55. I see no reason why a specific element the Church cannot be listed separately, 

particularly in the case of St Augustine’s which has clearly defined and disparate 

structures. Mr Pearson addresses the relief sought in his evidence.  Other examples 

where partial listings of heritage items have been deemed appropriate by the Council 

include the Knox Church (which only lists the interior) and the Theatre Royal which 

specifically lists the Dome, Façade and staircase.  

56. To progress this with CCC a site visit will be undertaken on the 13 January 2015. The 

aim of the site is to further clarify CPT and CCC’s positions and for CCC to gain a better 

understanding of the site layout.  

5.10. St Peter's Church Akaroa 

57. Mr Pearson’s evidence indicates that the hall to the rear of St Peter’s Church in Akaroa, 

dates from 1982 and should be excluded from the heritage listing. Ms Ohs has agreed 

with this approach in her rebuttal and I consider this relief appropriate.  

5.11. Holy Trinity Church, Lyttelton, Heritage Item 1331  

58. Heritage Item 1331 is listed as St Saviour’s Church.  The correct name for this church is 

“St Saviours Church at Holy Trinity”. The Holy Trinity Church was destroyed in the 

Canterbury earthquakes. St Saviour’s Church was relocated from Cathedral Grammar to 

Lyttelton to replace the demolished Holy Trinity Church. This is noted in the Statement of 

Significance, but not Appendix 91. CPT seek an amendment to the listing to reflect the 

correct name.  
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6. CONCLUSION 

59. CPT has made progress with CCC on reducing the extent of the number of heritage 

settings.  I consider the revised setting are generally appropriate for the majority of sites 

addressed in CPTs submission.  Mr Pearson provides evidence and sets out relief 

sought for the St Luke’s Evangelist Bell Tower and St Barnabas. A site visit has been 

proposed to review the buffer around the bell tower of St Luke’s. A site visit is also 

planned to discuss the extent of the heritage items listed at St Augustine’s.  Specific 

relief is set out in the Mr Nixon’s evidence.  

 

 

Rochelle Kim Hardy 

13 January 2016  


